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ABSTRACT

KHUSNUL KHOTIMAH. A320120224. CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES USED BY THE TEACHER TO DEVELOP STUDENTS’ ENGLISH VOCABULARY SKILL AT SMP BATIK SURAKARTA IN 2015/2016 ACADEMIC YEAR: A NATURALISTIC STUDY. Research Paper, School of Teacher Training and Education. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 2016.

This study is aimed at describe (1) classroom technique used by the teacher in teaching English at SMP Batik Surakarta (2) the purposes each classroom technique (3) the students’ role (4) the teachers’ role (5) the role instructional material. This type of the research is descriptive qualitative research especially naturalistic study in analyzing data. The method of collecting data in this study are observation, interview, documentation. The results of this study shows that there are some classroom techniques used by the teacher to develop students’ English skill especially vocabulary skill such as: a word search puzzle, translation, reading aloud, memorization, and repetition. The teacher has roles as controller, teacher as organizer, teacher as prompter, teacher as resource, teacher as tutor, teacher as observer and teacher as model. The student has roles as planner, student as group, student as tutor, student as monitor and evaluator. There are some materials used by the English teachers such as English textbook, workbook, and dictionary. The conclusion of this research is that the English teacher at SMP Batik Surakarta used various classroom technique in teaching-learning process can developing the students’ English skill especially vocabulary skill. Based on the result, classroom technique used by the teacher is very important to make the students interested and enjoyed in teaching-learning process of English vocabulary skill.

Key words: Classroom techniques, teachers’ roles, students’ roles, instructional material.

ABSTRAK


Kata kunci: Teknik, peran guru, peran siswa, materi pendukung.

1. INTRODUCTION

In SMP Batik Surakarta the teachers used the 2006 curriculum in teaching learning process. The teacher is the central of learning but the teachers also engage the students to participate in teaching learning process. The teacher has a responsibility to give the students